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University of Illinois at Chicago Circle 
Communicated by C. G. Khatri 
A method is given for testing the independence of variates in an infinitely 
divisible random vector and for testing the independence of several subsets of 
the variates. Applications to stochastic processes are indicated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A random vector X is injnitely divisible if for each n = 2, 3,..., there exist 
independent identically distributed random vectors XSj , j = 1,2,..., 11, such 
that the probability law of X,, + X,, + ... + X,, is the same as that of X. In 
terms of the characteristic functionf(u) = E exp(iu’X) this is equivalent to the 
condition that for each n = 2, 3,..., there exists a characteristic function f,,(u) 
such that f (u) = Vn(u)ln. The definition of infinite divisibility holds for random 
variables taking values in any space in which a notion of addition is defined. 
Injinitely divisible random vectors. Let the vth variate of the random vector X 
be denoted by XV , v  = 1,2 ,..., p. That is, X = (X1 , X, ,..., XJ’. I f  each X, is 
infinitely divisible and the X, are independent, then the random vector X is 
infinitely divisible. But infinitely divisible random vectors can have dependent 
elements, too; so the family of multivariate infinitely divisible distributions is 
quite broad. In particular, note that if X is a p-dimensional infinitely divisible 
random vector, then Y = AX + b, where 4 is a q x p matrix and b is a 
q-vector, is an infinitely divisible random vector. 
Characteristic functions. The logarithm of the characteristic function f(u) 
with finite variances can be written as 
log f (u) = iu’p + 
s 
[exp(iu’x) - 1 - iu’x](x’x)-l dK(x), (1) 
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where p = E(X), the limit of K(x) as any element of x tends to -m is zero; 
if yu 2 x,, v = I,2 ,..., p, with strict inequality for at least one v, then 
K(y) - K(x) > 0; and the limit of K(x) as all the elements of x tend to infinity 
is finite. That is, K behaves like a multivariate cumulative distribution function 
but is not normed at 1. The integrand in (1) is defined at the origin by continuity. 
We have 
logf(u) = iu’p - -$‘ru + 1 [exp(iu’x) - 1 - iu’x](x’x)-” dM(x), (2) 
where M(x) has no mass at the origin. Letting U z V mean that the random 
variables U and V have the same distribution, this is equivalent to 
where Y has log characteristic function equal to -&u’I’u and hence is multi- 
variate normal with covariance matrix equal to I’. The quantity -&U’I’U is 
the limit of the integral in (1) as x tends to the origin in the first orthant; the 
covariance matrix is related to this limit in the indicated manner. The random 
vector w has log characteristic function equal to the integral in (2). 
Independence of variates. Using the canonical representation (2) of the 
characteristic function, Pierre [3] obtained a necessary and sufficient condition 
for mutual independence of the variates X1 , X, ,..., X, in the infinitely divisible 
random vector X. When E(X) = 0, this condition is that Cov(Xu2, XV2) = 0 for 
all u, v such that u # v. Thus, for infinitely divisible random vectors not only 
does mutual independence reduce to pairwise independence but also the para- 
metric characterization of dependence is simple. The purpose of the present 
paper is to develop statistical tests of independence based on this development in 
probability theory. We shall state the results in terms of zero-mean random 
vectors. The results can be applied to the case of nonzero mean by subtracting 
the mean and to the case of unknown mean by subtracting the sample mean since 
the asymptotic distributions will be the same. 
2. TESTING INDEPENDENCE 
2.1. Two Jointly InJinitely Divisible Random Variables 
Let (X, , X2) be infinitely divisible with E(X,) = 0, v = 1, 2. Then Pierre’s 
result states that X1 and X2 are independent if and only if Cov(W, , W,) = 0, 
where W, = XV2, v = 1, 2. It is assumed that E(XV4) is finite, so that E(X12X2z) 
is finite and Cov( W, , W,) exists and is finite. 
We need two lemmas which hold for bivariate random samples in general. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let (W,, , u/iJ, (WI, , W2,) ,..., (W,, , W,,) ,... be independent 
and identically distributed as (W, , W,). Define 
and 
12.7s = E[Wl - Ew,)I+[W2 - E(W2)l” 
m,(T) = i (W,, - W1)(Wzi - Wz)//n, 
i=l 
where wW = X:=1 W&s, v = 1,2. Then E(e)) = o?~ and Var(mg)) = j3, + 
O(l/n2), where CY, = [(n - l)/n]/~r~ and fin2 = (uLz2 - &2/n, provided the 
indicated moments exist and areJinite. Further, Km,,, Pr[(mg’ - a,,)@,, < z] = 
N(z), where N(z) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal 
distribution. That is, rn:) is asymptotically normally distributed with mean (Y, and 
variance pn2. 
Proof. Cf. Crank (1946, pp. 365-366). 
LEMMA 2.2. Define B, = (m22 - m&2/n, where 
m,, = $ ( Wli - W1)r(Wri - W2)S/n, 
i=l 
Wei , v = I, 2, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, is as deJined in Lemma 2.1, and let 
T, = (m$’ - o,)/Bn . 
Then lim,,, Pr(T, < z) = N(z). 
Proof. The variable T,, can be written as T,, = Z,,S,, , where Z,, = 
(rn::’ - a,)/pn is asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance one and 
S, = &/Bn converges to 1. Hence [see, e.g., the convergence theorem on p. 254 
of Cramer (1946)], T,, has the same asymptotic distribution as Z, , i.e., the 
normal distribution with mean zero and variance one. 
As immediate consequences of Lemma 2.2 we have the following results. 
THEOREM 2.1. An asymptotic lOO(1 - a) % confidence interval for 13 = 
Cov( W, , W,) is (0: rn:T’ - ~(&a)& < 0 < rnc’ + z(&)B,}, where x(p) denotes 
the upper pth percentage point of the standard normal distribution, that is, 
p = 1 - N[z(p)]. A level-a test of H: 0 = 0 is given by rejecting H when 
m$/B, > x(a). 
2.2. Several Jointly Infinitely Divisible Random Variables 
Let X = (X, , X2 ,..., X,)’ be infinitely divisible with E(X) = 0. The 
hypothesis 
H: Xl ) x2 )..., X, are mutually independent 
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is equivalent to 
H: Cov(X,2, x;.y = 0, u,2’ = I,2 ,..., p, u f v. 
That is, the hypothesis H is the intersection of the m = Q(p - 1) hypotheses 
Hu,: Cov(Xuz, XV’) = 0. 
One can test H by testing each H,, separately. By Boole’s inequality, a test of 
level <a is achieved by making each of the m separate tests at level a/m = 
201/[p(p - l)], a stringent level even for small p. The power of the tests will not 
be high. It is desirable to develop a test of all H,, simultaneously. 
The hypothesis H may be viewed as the hypothesis that the covariance matrix 
of the squares of Xi , X2 ,... , XD is a diagonal matrix. We now develop a test 
from this point of view. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let C = (tlz , ti3 ,..., tD-J, where 
u, v = 1,2 ,..., p, and 
Let & be the covariance matrix of C and 6 = E(C) = (r12 , r13 ,..., T~~~J, where 
Tuu = E[W;, - E(W,)][W, - E(W,)]. Then 
$2 Pr[n(C - 6)’ &‘(C - S) < x] = G,(x), 
where G,(x) denotes the cumulative distribution fun&m of ,Y,~, the chi-square 
distribution with m degrees of freedom; that is, the quadratic form 
n(C - 6)’ &l(C - 6) 
is asymptotically chi-square distributed. The number of degrees of freedom is 
m = iP(P - 1). 
Proof. The elements of n1/2(C - S) are asymptotically jointly normally 
distributed with covariance matrix .& since C is a vector of sample moments, 
Hence the indicated quadratic form is asymptotically chi-square distributed. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let & be a consistent estimator for & . Then 
Ini_mm Pr[rz(C - 6)’ Sz’(C - 6) < ~1 = G,(x); 
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that is, n(C - S)‘&‘(C - a) is asymptotically chi-square distributed with 
m = &p(p - 1) degrees of freedom. 
Proof. The quadratic form 
(C - 6)’ g,l(c - S) = (C - S)’ ~~“2g&l’2(c - S), 
where B, = ~~“_S;‘~~” converges to ~~“&‘~~” = I, . Hence n(C - 5)’ 
&‘$(C - 6) has the same asymptotic distribution as n(C - S)‘z-l(C - 6), which 
is asymptotically chi-square with m = $p( p - 1) degrees of freedom by Lemma 
2.3. 
As immediate consequences of this lemma we have the following results. 
THEOREM 2.2. An asymptotic level-a test of the hypothesis 
H: Xl ) x2 ,..., X, are mutually independent 
is g&en by rejecting H when C’_S,-% exceeds xm2(~), where xm2(a) denotes the upper 
orth percentage point of xm2, i.e., 1 - Gm[xm2(a)] = 01. An asymptotic lOO(1 - o) y0 
conjidence region for 6 is 
(S : n(C - S)’ g’(c - S) < xm (a)}. 
The test could be constructed using an estimator 8, which is consistent only 
under H. Such an estimate, being derived under the assumption of independence, 
would be simpler than an estimate which is always consistent. However, if one 
uses an estimate which is always consistent, then when 6 # 0, the statistic 
nC’&‘C is asymptotically distributed according to the noncentral chi-square 
distribution with noncentrality parameter S’&‘$S. Then the power of the test 
can be computed using the noncentral chi-square distribution. 
2.3. Several Sets of Jointly Infinitely Divisible Random Variables 
Now let X be partitioned as X = (X(r)‘, Xt2)‘,..., X(r)‘)’ and consider testing 
the hypothesis 
H: X”‘, X@),..., X(r) are independent. 
Let the covariance matrix _T of the random vector W be partitioned as 
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_Tii = _Tij . The hypothesis H can be stated as 
H: _Tij = 0, i#.i, i,j = I,2 >***, r. 
A test can be constructed by following the method of Section 2.2. The separate 
chi-square statistics for testing each _Tii are independent under the hypothesis 
and can be pooled to form an overall chi-square. 
3. STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 
Now let {X(t)} b e a stationary stochastic process with mean zero. The process 
is Gaussian if the distribution of (X(ta), X(t,),..., X(t,)} is multivariate normal. 
For Gaussian processes the whole dependence structure of the process is 
determined by the cowu~iu~ce function a(h) = EX(t) X(t + h). One can study 
the process by means of the spectral distribution function F(w) defined through 
the relation o(h) = s exp(ihw) S(U). 0 ne estimates u(k) andF(w) and determfnes 
which frequencies w are important. 
When the process is not Gaussian, it is necessary to study higher moments 
as well. One begins with the third moment function 
and the bispectral distribution function F(wl , WJ defined by 
[See, e.g., Tukey (1959) or Brillinger (1965).] 
If, however, the process is infinitely divisible, then X(t) and X(U) are inde- 
pendentfif and only if the covariance of their squares is zero, that is, if and only if 
Cov[W(t), W(U)] = 0, where the squared process W(t) = X2(t). Further, 
-ql), -w2>Y., X(&J are independent if and only if Cov[W(t,), W(tj)] = 0 
for each (i, j), i # j. The dependence structure of the process can thus be studied 
through the covariance function of the squared process, 
T(h) = Cov[W(t), W(t + h)] 
and its spectral distribution function defined through the relation 
7(h) = s exp(ihw) dG(w). (4) 
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Thus, instead of having to consider the whole (wl , w,)-plane of frequencies 
it suffices to consider frequencies w on the line. 
Now suppose t is a discrete t is a discrete parameter, say t = 1, 2,... . Suppose 
one postulates that the infinitely divisible process {X(t)} is a Markov process, 
i.e., there is some integer r such that the conditional distribution of X(t) given the 
whole past X(t - I), X(t - 2),... is the same as the conditional distribution 
given only X(t - l), X(t - 2),..., X(t - r). Now, X(t) and X(u) are inde- 
pendent if and only if the covariance of the squares IV(t) and W(u) is zero. Given 
data X(t), t = 7,2 ,..., T, one exploits this fact to reach a decision about r by 
computing and testing the significance of the serial covariances, 
,i+, W(t) - VFW - h) - m/P’ - 4, 
using the methods given above. 
h = 1, 2 ,..., T - 1, 
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